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OUR PLEDGE TO YOU
Our  lives  and how we do things  will  forever  be  changed by  the  recent global 
events. DOOH Media Solutions believes that it is up to us to be a part of the change. 
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The new line of sleek freestanding and wall mountable hand sanitizing systems ship plug and play ready to go! The hand
sanitizing kiosks come equipped with an internal auto-dispenser that dispenses gel, foam or liquid sanitizer, and feature a
sturdy metal enclosing that is designed to withstand public settings. The built-in commercial grade 21.5” display allows
organizations to easily display any combination of public announcements, advertisements, videos, slideshows, and media.
 
Hand sanitizing kiosks are the perfect solution for high-traffic public locations such as: 
 

 

All- in-one hand sanit iz ing solut ions

REDUCE THE SPREAD OF
GERMS & VIRUSES
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REDUCE THE SPREAD OF
GERMS & VIRUSES

In a world of viruses and bacteria, DOOH Media Solutions launches a new specially designed digital signage hand 
sanitizer kiosks that dispense 99.99% germ-killing hand sanitizer.

We offer a new line of sleek freestanding and wall mountable hand sanitizing systems! 

These hand sanitizing kiosks come equipped with an internal auto-dispenser that dispenses gel, foam or liquid sanitizer, and feature a

sturdy metal enclosing that is designed to withstand public settings. The built-in commercial grade 21.5” display allows

organizations to easily display any combination of public announcements, advertisements, videos, slideshows, and media.

Hand sanitizing kiosks are the perfect solution for high-traffic public locations such as: 

Gas stations and convenience stores 

Hospitals, medical clinics, and dentist offices
Grocery and retail stores
Commercial buildings and malls
Gyms and health centers
Hotels and resorts
College campuses and schools
Local government buildings
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PLUG & PLAY
All-In-One Hand Sanitizing Solutions



21.5" commercial grade screen
HD 1080P resolution
WiFi, hardwire, or 3/4G connection
Internal automatic dispenser system

Built-in drip tray
Integrated android media player
Touch screen or non-touch screen
Instock and volume pricing discounts available

Hand sanitizer digital kiosks are the next logical step
for keeping the public safe. From killing bacteria to
being able to reach your audience with targeted
messages better, the digital hand sanitizer kiosks
offer organizations an all-in-one solution for getting
their messages seen. 
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TECHNICAL
DETAILS
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Secure front accessible sanitizer refill



Emergency notifications
Public service announcements
Advertisements 
Slideshows and HD images

News and social media feeds
Scrolling ticker streams

Employee communications
Training procedures and bulletins
Check-in policies
Media files: PNG, JPEG, JPG, PPT, and MP4 videos

All that you need is a computer and for the hand sanitizer digital sign to be connected to the internet. Using the included cloud-
based digital signage software, you can create, edit and manage all of the content of the display.
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REMOTELY UPDATE CONTENT
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All DOOH Media Solutions needs is to be connected to the internet. Using our cloud-based digital signage software, we can create, edit 

Display any combination of: 

and manage all of the content of the displays. Or you can even manage your own content with our software.**Monthly software management fees apply**

     CONTENT MANAGEMENT

Weather forecasts 

Looping videos 



Pre-schedule your content to auto-update
Set recurring schedules and expiration dates
Update from anywhere in the world

Track the analytics of the hand sanitizer 
Run a detailed proof-of-play reports
Total number of the hand sanitizer dispenser
Get emailed when the dispenser need a sanitizer refill
Run media proof of play reports
View the total number of media plays

Preschedule your media
 
In one click, you can update the hand sanitizers content! Using our cloud-based digital signage software, you can easily create
your playlists, schedule them to play, then send it to one or groups of displays!
 

 
Track and monitor
 
Wiew the status of your systems from anywhere! 
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SCHEDULING,
ANALYTICS AND MONITORING
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Prescheduling of Media

playlists, schedule them to play, then send it to one or groups of displays.

Set recurring schedules and expiration dates

Update from anywhere in the world

View the status of your systems from anywhere!

In one click, we can update the hand sanitizers content! Using our cloud-based digital signage software, we can easily create

Pre-scheduling of content to auto-update

Track and Monitor

Total number of the hand sanitizer dispensers

Track the analytics of the hand sanitizers

Run a detailed proof-of-play report

Get emailed when the dispenser needs a sanitizer refill

View the total number of media plays

 

 AND MONITORING
SCHEDULING, ANALYTICS
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ABOUT DOOH MEDIA SOLUTIONS

With over 15 + years of Digital Out Of Home marketing solutions, let DOOH Media Solutions be your number one provider of digital
signage and software. 

digital signage campaigns, from the cloud to IP-based digital signs anywhere in the world. 

software.
We broadcast targeted messages to any number of signs, at an unlimited number of locations in real-time using our digital signage

 service to your customers.

Our hand sanitizer digital signage systems come in two all-in-one styles; wall mountable or free-standing kiosks. The wall mounted hand 
 for locations with limited floor space such as retail stores,

 grocery stores, schools or museums.
or medical clinics. Hand sanitizer kiosk systems are free standing units that are perfect for high traffic public such as malls, airports, 

Remotely Control and Manage

Software

Total Support

Our Other DOOH Product Lines

DOOH Media Solutions has developed unique system Software as a Service (SaaS) that enables our team to easily manage dynamic

 signs mount flush against the wall  nail salons,banks,   

DOOH Media Solutions is a privately held digital signage company based in Canada, with field sales offices nationally.

         sanitizer and are ideal

From world-class training to fast replies we go the extra mile for our customers!

We believe that in today's day and age, hygine is a paramount concern and we want to a part of the solution and not the 
problem. With our Digital Hand Sanitizing Displays take charge of marketing initiatives and at the same time provide a valuable 
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